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It is my pleasure to prepare an annual report on the work of the Estate Agents

Authority again.  During the year past, the Authority was able to discharge its

statutory functions effectively with support and assistance from all quarters

and cooperation of the practitioners, and the following sections represent an

overview of the work of the EAA during the year 2002/03.
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LICENSING

The number of licensees has gradually stabilised since the conclusion of the

transition period at the end of 2001.  However, there was a remarkable change

in the ratio between estate agents and salespersons, which registered at 1.45:1

at the end of the year under review compared to 5.6:1 when the licensing

regime commenced in 1999.

Apart from regular licensing work, the Licensing Section was occupied with

activities related to a number of projects.  The enhancement of the Integrated

Licensing Database System enabled the average processing time for a licence

application to reduce from 21 to 14 working days and allowed the enforcement

teams to access licensee data faster and with greater facility.  The section also

devoted much of its time and effort towards the issuance of the Estate Agent

Card which was distributed to all licensees in April 2003 as a uniform means of

identification, and the commissioning of a Licensee Listing Telephone Enquiry

System at the same time.

TRAINING AND EXAMINATIONS

During the year under review, the Training and Examinations Section

concentrated on the provision of training opportunities that would help to

enhance the professional knowledge of practitioners, by organising talks and

seminars and facilitating courses relevant to licensee needs at institutions of

tertiary and vocational education.  The EAA also actively participated in

curriculum planning and programme development for the Skills Upgrading

Scheme courses for estate agents which, primarily targetted at practitioners

with an educational attainment not exceeding Form 5, were launched with

funding from the Education and Manpower Bureau.
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Qualifying examinations continued to be

administered with the support of the Hong

Kong Examinations and Assessment

Authority.  With the close of the transition

period the year saw a decline in the number

of candidates for the Estate Agent

examinations and a remarkable increase in

those s i t t ing for  the Sa lesperson

examinations.  This is attributed to the

candidates’ recognition of the Salesperson licence as the point of entry into

the trade, while the estate agent licence would be a qualification to seek for

career advancement.  To complement this trend the popular daily computer-

based Salesperson examination continued to be held throughout the year.

The publication of the EAA Monographs continued during the year under review

with new titles added to the series: Encumbrances, Interpretation of a Land

Search, and Agency Law.  Another volume, on Mortgages, was near completion

by the end of the year.  In addition, the compilation of A Glossary of Terms for

the Estate Agency Industry, a volume that would feature over 2,000 terms

commonly used in estate agency and related businesses in both languages,

was also due to complete soon.  With the increasing popularity of the computer

and the use of the internet in the trade, the EAA website was further enhanced

with the Authority’s training and reference materials uploaded for ease of

reference by practitioners.

ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLAINTS HANDLING

During 2002/03, the Enforcement Section conducted a total of 866 visits to

trade establishments to check on practitioners’ compliance and to promote

and encourage practice in accordance with legislation.  In addition, 324

inspections of estate agents operating at first-sale sites were made.  During

the year the section handled a total of 808 cases of non-compliance, involving

1,229 allegations.  With the close of the transition period, it was observed that

there was an increase in the number of cases pertaining to unlicensed practice

and related offences.  Substantial resources had to be directed to the

investigation of such cases, and to the gathering of evidence for inquiry hearings

by the Disciplinary Committee, or prosecution by the Police.  The section

handled 6,744 enquiries from practitioners and citizens on various matters

pertaining to agency practice during the year.

During 2002/03, the Complaints Section received 516 cases, of which 209

were related to bankruptcy of the licensees.  The complaint cases involved 823

allegations, and the section also handled 3,673 enquiries.  During the year the
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Disciplinary Committee conducted 140 inquiry hearings in regard of the cases

received.  Where appropriate, complaint cases were also referred to the Police,

the ICAC and other law enforcement agencies with a view to criminal

investigation and prosecution.  During the year the section published a pamphlet

giving information on the investigation process and the criteria for judgement.

This was intended to help both practitioners and citizens obtain a better

understanding of how a complaint would be dealt with.  A standard complaint

form was also devised and uploaded to the EAA website to assist complainants

in providing details of the complaint more precisely and comprehensively.

PUBLICITY AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

The EAA continued to make efforts to heighten the general public’s awareness

of the Authority and the legislation it enforces.  A total of 18 roadshows were

mounted throughout the year, supplemented by 7 community talks.  The

authority also collaborated with the Consumer Council again in the publication

of a booklet on tenancy which gave comprehensive coverage of information

essential to both landlords and tenants in the leasing of properties.

As in previous years, the EAA participated in the Education and

Careers Expo 2003 organised by the Labour Department and the

Trade Development Council to promote career prospects in the

industry to the community at large.  The Authority also took part in

career education activities at various institutions of tertiary education

to introduce the estate agency profession as a career option to

graduating students.

LEGAL AFFAIRS

The work of the Legal Services Section in 2002/03 was dominated by the review

of the Practice Regulation and the proposals for amendments related thereto.

Apart from generally monitoring the implementation of the EAO and its

subsidiary legislation, the section also provided professional support to all other

sections in legal matters, and offered administrative support to the Inquiry

Hearings of the Disciplinary Committee.

The EAA issued a total of 11 practice circulars in 2002/03, covering a wide

range of topics.  These included regulations on advertising, posting of

unauthorized posters, lists of estates under the HA and HS, cold calls, income

limits for applicants of HOS, trust accounts, first sales, equal opportunities,

provisional agreement, Home Assistance Loan Scheme and the Landlord and

Tenant (Consolidation) (Amendment) Ordinance 2002.
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During the year under review, the Authority was consulted by the Information

Technology and Broadcasting Bureau, the Housing, Planning and Lands Bureau,

the Department of Justice, the Narcotics Division of the Security Bureau, the

Home Affairs Bureau and various bills committees of the Legislative Council on

the review, formulation and amendment of legislations.

LIAISON WITH THE TRADE

The Authority has always maintained close liaison with the trade.  Apart

from regular meetings with representatives of the trade associations for

consultation and access to trade opinions, the EAA also keeps in touch

with the practitioners through a variety of channels, through contact with

different organisations within the

trade, with professional bodies, as well

as individual companies.  Exchange of

opinions is further facilitated by the

Authority’s participation at activities

organised by the trade.

Officers of the EAA also collected trade opinions during their regular inspections,

and questionnaire surveys were conducted to seek practitioners’ views on

various professional matters.

EAA FINANCE

With the 30% reduction in licence fees which became effective from January

2002, the overall income of the EAA for the year 2002/03 had, at $34.3 million,

decreased by 28.4% from the $47.9 million of the year before.  Furthermore,

income derived from examination fees also decreased by 53.5% on account of

the drop in the number of candidates for the qualifying examinations after the

close of the transition period.  In terms of expenditure, staff cost had decreased

by 5.7% through salary reduction in line with Civil Service pay cuts and further

streamlining of the workforce by reducing the staff establishment to 54.  The

total operating expenditure for 2002/03 was $38 million, being 13.8% less

than the expenditure the year before.

The deficit for the year after finance costs and capital project expenses was $2.6

million.  As the tenancy of the present office premises was due to expire in the

third quarter of 2003, the EAA would seek accommodation at lower rental as a

means of cutting cost.  At the same time, a policy of economy would continue to

be followed and a balanced budget will hopefully be achieved in a few years’ time.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF WORK IN THE COMING YEAR

The EAA will continue its ongoing review on licence application and processing

procedures with a view to enhanced efficiency and a shortening of the lead

time required for licences to be issued.  With the advancement in information

technology and to complement the introduction of the Smart Identity Card, e-

licensing will be implemented step by step so that the application and renewal

of licences, as well as the serving of statutory reports on changes in employment,

may be made through the internet.  In addition, the licensee database will be

upgraded to accommodate records of licensees’ participation in training courses

and to extend the renewal reminder service to ex-licensees approaching the

end of the 24-month grace period.

The EAA is planning to introduce voluntary Continuing Professional

Development courses in 2004 and preparatory work will be undertaken within

2003 in terms of curriculum planning, quality assurance for courses, liaison

with course providers, building up a recording system for course participation,

as well as publicity to promote the courses.

Apart from CPD programmes, the EAA will continue to organise talks and

seminars on specific topics that will help to enhance the understanding of the

legal aspects of agency practice by practitioners, in particular those who have

recently joined the trade.

Training materials that are planned for the coming year include the continued

publication of the EAA Monographs.  Areas to be covered will include principles of

the law of contract, the tenancy of commercial properties, negligence and the

management of estate agency businesses.  Furthermore, the holdings of the

Resource Centre will be augmented in anticipation of the introduction of CPD courses.

The Examination Panel will continue the review of the examination syllabuses to

accommodate changes in estate agency practice as well as recent legislative changes.

In the area of publicity and community education, the EAA will continue to

heighten consumers’ awareness and understanding of their rights through

roadshows, community talks and media placements.  In addition, it will continue

to distribute pamphlets on various relevant legislations to the general public

through District Offices, public organisations and other outlets.  The Authority

will also seek closer cooperation with the Consumer Council in enhancing the

protection for consumers in property transactions.

Complaints will be handled on a more proactive basis and, apart from verifying

specific allegations against the complainees, investigation will be conducted

to establish whether the complainees’ conduct has been, on the whole, in

accordance with legislation.  The Complaints Section will also strengthen its
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advisory service so as to help enquirers understand their cases better and decide

for themselves, in an informed manner, whether a formal complaint should be

lodged.  This process will also help to eliminate unpractical expectations on the

part of the complainees.  Staff training in the techniques of handling enquiries

and complaints will be stepped up.

In view of the increased level of first-sale activities in the housing market, the

EAA will step up its efforts in inspecting first-sale sites and to maintain close

and effective surveillance on licensees’ practice and orderliness at these sites.

Closer liaison with the Police and the developers will also be sought.

The EAA is planning to cooperate more closely with the trade associations in

the organising of programmes and activities that will encourage more citizens

to consider a career in the estate agency industry.  The Authority is also

committed to opening more channels of contact with the practitioners through

the trade associations.
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whether in individual or corporate capacity have benefitted us with their views

and opinions on the legistlative and practical aspects of the regulatory regime,

and rendered much appreciated support to the work of the EAA.  We would

also like to thank the media for their sustained support and their efforts in

promoting the mission of the EAA and the relevant legislation to the community

at large, which have been conducive to our work.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This is my final report on the work of the Estate Agents Authority.  As the first

Chief Executive Officer of the EAA, I have the honour of witnessing the

professionalisation of the industry, and participating in the formulation and

implementation of the policies that facilitated the process. In this process,

practitioners’ professional knowledge and quality of service became much

enhanced and the protection of consumer interests was further strengthened.

During the early days of the EAA, myriad projects had to be executed at the

same time, whether these pertained to the drafting of subsidiary legislation,

licensing, creation of training programmes, institution of qualifying examinations

for both practitioners and fresh entrants, the establishment of complaints

handling procedures, or publicity and community education.  It was most

gratifying to see that, with the concerted efforts of all staff members of the

EAA, these projects were successfully brought to completion with relatively

scanty resources, and a sound foundation had been laid for the future operation

of the EAA.  Here I would like to take the opportunity to thank the Chairman

and members of the Authority for their precious views and opinions, and our

licensees for their support and encouragement over the years.

It has been just over four years since estate agents were first licensed on a

professional basis.  During this time there has been considerable improvement in

the standard of professional knowledge among practitioners, and in the

profession’s public image.  While this is indicative of the strenuous effort made

by the Authority over the years, such improvement has also been the result of

complementary efforts among the practitioners themselves.  The estate agency

industry comprises a large contingent of professionals whose job mobility is

remarkably high.  To maintain standards within the industry is an onerous task which

must be shared by both the EAA and the practitioners themselves.  The completion of

the transition period has not brought the professionalisation of estate agents to a

close, rather, it provides new impetus for a fresh chapter to be launched.  The course

of the future development of the estate agency industry in Hong Kong is, I believe,

an issue that has to be jointly addressed by both the trade and the Authority.

                                       Grace M Y Chow

Chief Executive Officer


